OCASI Initiative to End Gender-Based Violence Community of Practice

We invite you to join our Community of Practice focused on Gender-Based Violence against Non-Status, Refugee and Immigrant Women. This Community of Practice (CoP) is a place to participate in discussions, share strategies and tips and host network building of frontline workers, community members, stakeholders and other affiliated service providers from the Refugee and Immigrant Service Sector, Anti-Violence sector and beyond. This Community of Practice is a place to interact around practices and approaches to address GBV against non-status, refugee and immigrant women across Canada. It is a place to organize these practices and approaches to further guide our future actions and work. We invite you to join a community of active learning and in an effort to strengthen our capacity to support non-status, refugee and immigrant women across Canada!

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER ON SETTLENET.

After you have registered and logged in, type in Gender-Based Violence against Non-Status, Refugee and Immigrant Women across Canada in the search tab at the top right of your screen.